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Library Additions
North Wales Caving Club:
Newsletter 281, Sept./Oct. 2002.
Subterranea Britannica: Secretary’s
Newsletter No.25 2002. Siren - The
Newsletter of RSG, Issue 10 Spring 02
Plymouth Caving Group: Newsletter
& Journal, No.139 December 2001,
No.140 March 2002, No.141 Summer
2002 - this issue includes a trip report
to ‘Fox-holes cave’ near Ludlow, a
sink hole now blocked (read more
about Fox-holes in Steve Powells
new book -see page 29).

Club Tackle
Most of the club tackle has now been
moved to Stuart Tomlins. The tackle
held at Stuart’s includes most ropes,
sacs, slings and krabs.Anyone
wanting to remove tackle should
contact Stuart or myself for they
combination number to the tackle
store. It would be sensible to call at
the house or warn Stuart or Joanne of
your intended visit. Please record
any equipment removed and who will
have the equipment.
 
Items such as radios, oxygen meter,
battery drill, GPS, first aid, SRT kit
(for training) and some rescue
equipment is held by other club
members - details available from
myself.
 
In the near future, I will look to
arrange a short meeting (probably
half an hour before a normal club
meeting) to discuss any changes
with respect to ropes etc.
 
There are now quite a few ropes that
have been scrapped - I have these
and will look to mainly use them for
handlines etc.

Steve Holding

Subscriptions
At the October AGM members voted
to increase the Club subs, so the new
rates are: Full £18, Joint: £22, Junior
£10 and Temporary £5.

Remember ALL subs were due on
October 1st. Have you renewed yet?
Make someone happy this Christmas
- send Bob a cheque, (if you haven’t
done so already). You will cease to
be a member after the end of January
if you don’t.

Thanks
Despite this issue of ‘Below’ being a
record 30 pages, I have had to hold a
number of items over until the next
time! So a big thank you to all past,
present and future contributors, and
the seasons greetings to everyone.
In the next issue look out for reports
on the BCRA Hidden Earth
Conference at Monmouth, the Milwr
Tunnel, Sugnall Well, and pictures
from Newport Church tower, the
Annual Dinner, plus .....

Kelvin

Alan’s Out & About
Club members will be pleased to
know that Alan Taylor is doing well,
following the fitting of a pacemaker.

He already has plans for building a
new garage, shifting the house 3ft to
the left and completely re-
engineering the Universe to make to
run more smoothly! We hope, he will
take it easy!

Anne Covey
It is with great sadness that I have to
report that Anne Covey (60) - David
Adams’ wife, passed away suddenly
on Saturday, 23rd November. She
was rushed into hospital complaining
of severe stomach pains, which
turned into a coronary thrombosis
leading to heart failure. In spite of the
best efforts of the hospital they were
unable to revive her.

Anne and David had known each
other for 23 years, although they
only married 5 years ago. Annie was
Deputy Mayor of Newport and
secretary of the ‘Loyal Newport
Volunteers’, although she was never
a member of Club she has been
particularly helpful to us in recent
years in getting discounts on the
Oxygen meters and in arranging
repairs (when they got soggy) and
recalibrations of the sensors.

The Funeral was held in St. Nicholas
Church , Newport on Thursday 5th
December, followed by a short
service at the Crematorium.

As a mark of respect, Club activities
were suspended on Sunday 8th of
December. A number of members,
firends and relatives joined David
outside the Stiperstones Inn to walk
to the Stiperstones ridge and
Myttons Beach where Annie had
requested her ashes be scattered.

She was always a bright and cheerful
person and will be greatly missed.
Our thoughts are with David at this
sad time.

Mike Moore
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Country Video
A video is now available from the
Stiperstones Inn made from the TV
series called “Heart of the Country”,
showing life in Snailbeach. It
contains much of mining and social
interest.

1891 Census
Checking the census of 1891 for
other information it was noted that in
April 1891 two of the lodgers at the
Queens Arms, Pontesbury were:-
Adolphe Montas, aged 45, born
France (steam engine maker and
fitter) and Andie Dubois, aged 33,
born St.Helier, Jersey (boiler maker).
Was there a new colliery steam
engine being set up at this time?
Why from France?

1901 Census
Checking the 1901 census for
Shrewsbury another question arises:
who was ‘Jean Martel a mines agent
age 30 (from France)’ who was
staying at 7 Charlotte Street? Where
did James Smith, a copper miner age
26 (‘from Germany’), boarder at
nearby 3, Bird Lane work?

New Opencast ?
Telford and Wrekin Council is
considering a new planning
application for an opencast coal and
clay site at “Dawley Road”. The
application site contains two
designated “ancient monuments”
described as “coal mining remains”
about 350m North-west and 520m
North of New Works Village.

Coal Dispersal Points
What happened to Shropshire Coal
Dispersal Points? These were set up,
mostly by the NCB as a place for
receiving coal from private mines and
opencasts - for blending. It was then
sent to NCB customers. The
Coalbrookdale Coalfield had two
medium size ones, at Coalmoor and
Horsehay, each consisting of
receiving hopper, screens, elevators,
hoppers, weighbridges, crushers etc.
They vanished (?) between 1970 and
1990 ish. Did anyone survey or take

photos (I only have two long
distance views)? An enquirer
requires information.

Whinberry Boom
2002 has been an excellent year for
Stiperstones whinberries, fat and
juicy, fetching about £2.50 per lb. or
“£50 for a bucket full”. IJB recently
took part in a “tasting” of
whinberries (purple), crowberries
(black) and cowberries (red)
organised for land reclamationists
near the mistakenly named Cranberry
Rocks!

Pennerley Shafts
The last shaft to be opened up at
Pennerley, in the South-west
Shropshire mining field recently
reappeared. When sunk in the 1950’s
it was about 40ft deep, box-timbered
about 5ft x 6ft. Explosives were used
to break the ground, the waste being
raised by wooden “turn-tree” steel
rope and bucket. There was a good
description and photograph in the
Express and Star at the time.

Mines to reopen
Consideration is being given to
reopening the Northamptonshire
‘slate’ mines closed in the 1960’s.
The mines were closed partly
because there was now insufficient
frost to split the ‘stone’ blocks
naturally. The present tests involve
artificial freezing in industrial fridges.

Insurance Liability
It is understood that the miners at
Moorside Colliery in South Yorkshire
have overcome the Industrial
Liability Insurance problem by all
becoming ‘owners’ of their mine.
Presumably you cannot claim for
injury in a mine you own but what
happens if one ‘owner’ accidentally
injures another ‘owner’? (Mine
owners are paying up to 3 times as
much premium as they were three
years ago.)

Herne Wagon
The German town of Herne has
presented Wakefield City with an

iron mine wagon of about 15cwt
capacity to mark 40 years of ‘twin-
town’ relationship. The German
wagon now takes pride of place in
the foyer of Wakefield City Hall.

Norwegian Mine
Sveg Nord underground mine on the
Norwegian island of Spitzbergen is
fast becoming one of Europe’s top
producing coal mines. Opened in
August 1999 and with a Joy longwall
face. The mine produced over 1
million tonnes of coal in the first 4
months of 2001. It is thought to be
one of the worlds most northerly
collieries.

World Mining Equipment,
March 2002

New Coal Mine
A planning application is being
considered for a new trench and
auger coal mine with workings in
Lancashire and site entrance in West
Yorkshire. The mine, near Bacup
would produce about 24,000 tonnes
of coal and 308,000 tonnes of coal
over a 3 year period.

Granville Gas
Consultants are looking at a proposal
to utilise the accumulated mine gas in
Granville Colliery (Shropshire). Three
forms of gas production from old coal
mining areas are now being actively
developed in the UK. Coalbed
methane (from the solid bed), disused
mine accumulations and in-seam
gasification.

Bowers Limestone
The new underground Bowers
Limestone Mine in Portland, England
opened in November 2002 and
should last 5 years. If successful a
much bigger mine is to be developed
at nearby Stonehills.

Walking Drill Rig
A ‘walking’ drillrig is being used on
prospecting work at Sennen Cove,
Cornwall. Called ‘Sea-walker’ it has 8
legs (4 moveable and 4 fixed position)
and is capable of walking at sea at 25
metres per hour.
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NAMHO Conference and the following week
A personal experience, by Steve Holding

The NAMHO Conference was
generally well attended but the
numbers on some underground trips
seemed to be a bit small - I suspect
that this might have been due to
many persons involved in leading
trips !

I attended a few lectures, all of which
were interesting and well attended.
However, the quality of some slides
was not that good and the viewing
was made worse by a tendency to
show OHP’s at the same time.

SCMC organised three trips to Bwlch
Glas. Seven SCMC members leading
with a total of nine visitors, three of
which were other SCMC members.

Monday
On the Monday, still as part of
NAMHO organised trips; I went with
Eileen Bowen and Mike Worsfold to
Rhanymwyn. Vince and Kim Awkins
(Wealdon Cave & Mine Soc.) led this
trip. The trip involves four pitches,
each of, which have rebelays and
deviations to negotiate. Like
ourselves, Vince had visited before
hand to place new bolts - we helped
de-rig and all hangers were left in
place. There is digging potential at
the bottom and a club trip can now

easily be organised - but expect a
long day.

Tuesday
On the Tuesday, I went with Paul
Thorne and John’Mole’ Hine (Royal
Forest of Dean Caving Club) to Rosa
Level at Cwystwyth - this is another
long, multi-pitched trip. After this, I
knew that I had been doing SRT over
two days.

Wednesday
The Wednesday had Paul; Mole and
myself visit Fron Goch, entering by a
ladderway placed by Roy Fellows
and Dave Seabourne (Welsh Mines
Society). This was followed by a trip
to Temple Mine and in the evening,
we met up with Chris Andrews to
look at various levels at Goginan.
The most interesting part being Level
Newydd - I have since found that the
interesting artifacts are at the bottom
of the loose fill encountered.

Paul, Mole and myself went for a
drink at the Druids Inn, Goginan
(third time that week) and the
landlord showed us the index of the
collection of documents found at the
Druid Inn the 1950’s and now in the
National Library of Wales

(Aberystwyth). This includes
references to Ritton Castle and other
mines in Shropshire.

Thursday
For the Thursday, Paul, Mole and
myself did the through trip at
Gwynfynyth - the gate by the old
show mine is no longer locked. That
evening, I went with Sue Blattner,
Pete Eggleston and Mike Moore, to
meet up with Dave Seabourne and
Kelvin Davies (WMS) to look at a
small mine (Park Lode ?) north of Tal-
y-bont. The most interesting aspect
of this trip was an encounter with an
otter - Kelvin, Dave and myself had
wandered into the base of a large
wheel pit with a stream running
through. The appearance of Pete at
the end was obviously too much for
the otter that must have been hiding
in the pit and it bolted between
Kelvin, Dave and myself.

Friday
I had an easy day on the Friday -
after playing the tourist in
Aberystwyth, I went to Cwystwyth
and climbed to look down into the
open cut - frightening. I also met with
Barry Clarke (WMS) and discussed
mines generally.

“Shropshire Unfolded”
The journal ‘Shropshire Unfolded’ is
at present publishing extracts from
the “Memoirs of Irene Irons”, it
states that the miner “4th from the
left, back row” in the photograph
shown on p95 of “West Shropshire
Mining Fields” (see right) is of her
father Thomas Powell, born 1896.

It also says that her brother has, as a
family heirloom, a mug inscribed
“Joshua Hughes Snailbeach Miles
1853”, presumably this should be
“Snailbeach Mines”.

The Hughes are recorded as being
mine engineers at this time and the
mug is believed to have belonged to
Irene Irons’ great grandfather. Above: Picture of Huglith Mine in the 1930’s. From page 95 of “West

Shropshire Mining Fields”, Tempus Publishing.

Picture from the Emily Griffith Collection
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Besides being responsible for the
South Wales area, members of West
Brecon Cave Rescue team (WBCR)
also cover Mid-Wales up to the
boundary with North-Wales Cave
Rescue.

On Saturday 21st September
members from Shropshire Caving &
Mining Club and the Midlands Cave
Rescue team were invited to join
WBCR for their Mid-Wales rescue
practice, due to be held at
Cwmystwyth Mine near Devils
Bridge: (NGR SN805746).  Five
members from SCMC made their way
over to join in the day’s activities:
Mike Worsfold, Eileen Bowen, Steve
Holding, John Priest, and Ian Cooper.
In total the rescue team comprised of
about twenty-five people, the
majority belonging to WBCR, but
two people from Aberwystwth
University joined in along with
SCMC.

Once everyone had arrived we were
told the scenario for the day.  A
group of explorers had been reported
as missing in ‘Level Fawr’, there were
definitely two in the group, but there
could be up to four people missing.
It would be necessary to carry out a
search of the mine to ascertain if the
explorers were still inside, and, if in
trouble, to assist them out safely.

As the majority of those present had
more experience of caves than mines
we were given a brief introduction to
some of the hazards encountered in
mines by a mining engineer from
Combe Down stone mine in
Wiltshire.  Having given a rundown
of the risks and the hazards, he
acknowledged that the members
present from Shropshire most
probably had more knowledge and
experience of exploring disused
mines than he does.  He works in a
mine all day and has no special
desire to spend time in abandoned
ones during his spare time!

For the purposes of the rescue
practice we were instructed not to
climb on any timber work present,
although original ladders could be
used.

WBCR Mid-Wales Rescue Practice,
Cwmystwyth Mine 21st September

Above, left and below: Surface
buildings of Cwmystwyth Mine that
still survive around the site, slowly
blending into the background!

Pictures: Ian Cooper
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Now everyone understood the
problems ahead, a selection of
casualties were found who were
quickly dispatched underground.

Two volunteers stepped forward to
act as joint ‘controllers’.  The rest of
the assembled group split up into
search teams of 3, each team
comprised of someone who had
previously visited the mine, and
someone with first aid knowledge.

Each team was issued with a search
pack: a small waist mounted tackle
bag containing a waterproof box
which housed a basic first aid kit,
plastic survival bag, energy food,
notepad, pencil, and casualty
condition sheet.

The majority of equipment was
carried up to a dump at the entrance
to the level and a basic survey of the
mine was consulted before entering.
A suitable location was chosen to act
as an underground control centre
and a group allocated the task of
checking the various small side
passages off the main level, on the
way to the designated control centre.

A second group was chosen to
check the lower levels (of which I
was a member), so they selected a
suitable length of rope and sorted
their SRT equipment.  The other
teams were allocated search areas
once they had assembled in the
control area.

Having rigged and descended the
main skip-way our team soon
discovered a casualty who had
slipped and fallen, sustaining a
broken leg in the process.  After a
brief check to ensure no one else was
in the area, part of the search team
returned to the control centre to
report back whilst the other member
remained with the casualty.

Upon our return to underground
control we learnt that another
explorer had already been discovered
lost.  A group was despatched to rig
a stretcher haul up the skip-way,
whilst the stretcher and blanket were
taken down to the injured explorer.
By the time the casualty had been
loaded into the stretcher and brought
to the base of the pitch the rigging
had been completed.

WBCR operate a colour coded static
rope system.  Blue rope is used as the
casualty life-line.  Red rope is used as
the main casualty haulage line.
White rope is used as the ‘barrow-
boy’ rope.  Because of various
wooden obstructions on the pitch
two ‘barrow-boys’ were used to
gently guide the stretcher up the
pitch.

Once the casualty had safely been
raised the rest of the group could
start the ascent and follow along
behind the casualty out of the mine.

After changing we met up again to
briefly to discuss the day’s events

before some of the group headed
home.  Those that weren’t travelling
back that evening headed on a 10
mile trip across the hills to the
nearest pub for a meal.  On arrival we
found that it didn’t open until 7
O’clock – the time we discovered
this?  5:30!  We drove back to
Cwmystwyth and found the
proposed campsite, located a mile or
so the other side of the mine.  After
erecting tents a selection of
barbecues were unpacked and food
arranged in anticipation.

As people were warming up to the
idea of food the owner of the camp
field came across and slightly
apprehensively explained that there
had been a motorcycle accident
about a mile further up the road, an
ambulance had been called but were
we able to help in any way?  Four
members of the WBCR team,
including their doctor, set off in the
Land Rover to give assistance.
Whilst they were missing the rest of
us settled down to an evening of
food, drink, and conversation.

When the others eventually re-
appeared we learnt that the incident
had attracted the attention of four
ambulances and one police car, all
having set off from different
locations.  Fortunately the
motorcyclist wasn’t seriously injured,
he had just sprained a wrist and
gained some grazes to the body.

I think the day can be classified as a
success, we encountered a selection
of minor issues that related to some
of the equipment used, and identified
areas in which things might be
improved.  The whole exercise
attracted quite a bit of attention from
members of the public who were
driving past the mine site.  The large
gathering of vehicles parked either
side of the road indicated something
was happening, and the WBCR land
rover clearly announcing the
presence of ‘Cave Rescue’ helped to
give the game away.  The public
weren’t to know that it was only a
practice!

Ian Cooper

WBCR Mid-Wales Rescue Practice,
Cwmystwyth Mine 21st September continued ...

Above: Sorting out the kit on the mine site, with the West Brecon Cave
Rescue Land Rover.

Picture: Ian Cooper
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 Members present; Steve Southwick,
Nick Southwick, Adrian Pearce, Mike
Moore, Sue Blattner, Edwin Thorpe,
David Poyner.

“90mph gales batter England”; BBC
News, Sunday 27th October.
In spite of a slightly unpromising
weather forecast for severe gales, a
number of club members gathered on
the Clee Hill in anticipation of a day
spent exploring the local mines. The
trip had a somewhat inauspicious
start, when the leader was phoned by
one of party to check if they were in
the correct car park; all they could
see was a red Landrover. The leader
at that moment was parked next to a
red Landrover, in conversation with
its owner, Edwin Thorpe.

Fortunately, by the expediency of
walking round the other side of the
said Landrover, the leader was able
to confirm that the person was in the
correct meeting place. A further
minor concern was when another of
the party proclaimed that the forecast
was for the gales to get worse, he
had twice nearly been killed by this
type of weather and he was going
home. Undaunted, the plucky
adventurers who remained set out to
explore the mines of the Cornbrook.

Except for the one who stayed in the
car.

The Cornbrook cuts a steep gorge
down the south side of the Clee Hill
and a number of major levels were
driven from it into the coal and iron
seams. One of these remained open
until about 1980 and was explored by
the Birmingham Enterprise Club. The
brook also powered a blast furnace
that worked c1800. The industrial
archaeology of the levels was
described in Below (2000.1, 3-5).

The bracken made obscured some of
the remains (during a brief period of
“re-orientation” two of the party
escaped back to the car but the
remaining two were rounded up by
the leader to complete the trip), but
all features were eventually located
and remain as previously described.

The adits, although collapsed, appear
digable.

The leader proposed a break for
lunch followed by an assault of the
west face of the Hill. There then
followed an unfortunate mutiny
which was eventually resolved by
driving 10 miles east (and descending
1000’) to Billingsley to find

something more sheltered to look at.

After lunch in the Cape of Good Hope,
the remains of Billingsley Colliery
were viewed from the road and then
Kinlet Colliery was visited. The
gables of Kinlet engine house are
showing signs of decay, but the
owner is sympathetic to conservation
and a bid is being made for funds to
start this process. Both sites remain
essentially as described in the “Wyre
Forest Coalfield” (Evans & Poyner,
Tempus, 2000).

The tour round the screens was cut
short when the leader commented on
how a nearby tree appeared about to
topple in the wind. A few minutes
later, after he had finished his learned
monologue on the composition of
mortar used in the engine house, he
observed the rest of the party had
disappeared.

The assault on the west face of the
Clee Hill will be rescheduled for next
year.

Many thanks (and apologies) to all
who turned up, no matter how
briefly...

David Poyner

Clee Hill and Wyre Forest Coalfields
(joint with SMT.), Sunday 27th October

OFD II - October 12th

Members Present:  Alan & Vicky
Robinson, Ian Davies., Steve
Holding, Cara Alison and Ian Cooper.

Our trip took us into OFDII, we called
to look at ‘The Judge’ and ‘The
Trident’,  impressive large formations
that span from the roof to the floor.

The route took us down Maypole
Inlet to the main streamway, we then
headed upstream to investigate an
area no-one in the group had been
before.

On our return journey we called into
‘Gnome Passage’ to see the mass of
short stumpy stalagmites which led
to the area’s name.

Ian Cooper

The inaugural meeting of this group
took place on Thursday 3rd Oct 2002.
over 30 people turned up and there
were numerous apologies from those
who couldn’t make it.

A steering group of 8 volunteers (yes
I did say volunteers!) was set up and
another who couldn’t be at the
meeting has asked to join this.  A
date was set for the first get together,
which was held  on Thursday 5th
December 2002 at the Miners
Institute, Coalpit Heath.

Discussions on the format of the
group showed a desire to cover
everything from active archaeology
and field research through to talks
and visits. There were a number of
those present to represent other
groups (such as local history

organisations, museums etc.) The
Gloucester Society of Industrial
Archaeology even donated a sum of
money to cover set up and admin
costs etc. which was a very pleasant
and gratefully received surprise.

The group haven’t yet defined what
is included in “South
Gloucestershire” - quiet deliberately.
However where there are
organisations already established
covering an area the approach
would be to work with them in
sharing information and support.

If anyone would like more details
about the group, or if there are any
organisations that want to forge
links with the new group please
contact Roger Gosling or David
Hardwick  david@dhardwick.co.uk

South Gloucestershire Mines Research Group
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Members present: Mike Moore, Sue
Blattner, Atom, Kelvin Lake, Peter
Eggleston, Alan & Vicky Robinson,
Ian Cooper, Ian & Sam Davies,
Damien McCurdy, David Adams,
John Priest and Steve Holding.

A club trip to Williamsons Tunnels in
Liverpool was organized by Mike
Moore but before this, nine members
met up at the Albert Docks in the
morning to have a look at the
Maritime Museum or the Tate Gallery
and to get a bit to eat. After this, the
four other cars succeeded in
following my complex route to the
Edge Hill area and the site of Joseph
Williamson house on Mason Street.
Here we met up with another five
members who had travelled directly
there.

The Friends of Williamsons Tunnels
was established a few years ago to
protect the tunnels from being
destroyed during various
redevelopment proposals for the
area. The Friends have been very
successful in establishing a wide
support base and they feel confident
that they can now protect the
tunnels. Their activity is now more
directed to digging within the tunnels
and exploration elsewhere to extend
the accessible tunnels. To help with
maintaining their wide membership
base, the Friends organize regular
trips into the tunnels that they have
secured access too and it was at the
end of one of these afternoons that
Mike managed to arrange our trips.

Separated into two groups of seven,
we first visited the “Banqueting Hall”
and the “Wine Cellar” sited
underneath where Williamson’s
house stood until it was recently
demolished (although the front wall
of the house has been retained). It
seems that nobody is completely
clear as to why the tunnels were
constructed or how extensive they
are but it is generally thought the
most of the work was to create
employment for soldiers returning
from the Napoleonic wars and that
the tunnels currently accessible
under his house are just the upper
tiers.

The tunnels are mixed construction -
partly the removed sandstone (some
lavishly dressed) and brick. The brick
arching is often unusual in
construction with many meeting
vaulted sections. The “Banqueting
Hall” is a large chamber, now
accessed by a slim, tall passageway
that is clearly ‘cut and cover’. The
nearby “Wine Cellar” is named from
some of the bays in the tunnel but it
is really very complex and is thought
to be a junction between several
tunnels that are now blocked.

Next we walked down Mason Street
to access tunnels under 126
Paddington. This site was only found
a couple of years ago, as it was being
redeveloped for student flats. The
tunnels in this area are generally an
irregular ‘H’ in plan. There are
currently three levels of accessible
tunnels but it is thought that there
might be six levels in total. In one
corner of the third level they have
dug down a considerable distance
and have not yet reached the rock
base.  Over the years the tunnels
have been filled with rubbish - in this
area mainly ash from a bakery - there
is plenty of clearing-out to be done.

After seeing the tunnels
controlled by the Friends
of Williamsons Tunnels,
it had been arranged that
we then visit the Stable
site, which is controlled
by the Joseph
Williamsons Society -
this site has recently
been opened to the
public, as a commercial
enterprise. Most of the
tunnels in this area are
much wider and end in
the fairly well known
double tunnel that has
now been turned into a
bar. It has recently been
found that the ‘double
tunnel’ is in fact a triple
decked tunnel but the
lower level has yet to be
excavated. The current
inner tunnel serves no
apparent function.

Williamsons Tunnels - 17th November 2002
by Steve Holding

Our thanks to both the Friends of
Williamson Tunnels and the Joseph
Williamsons Society for making the
tunnels accessible. It is clear that the
sites controlled by both
organizations are likely to develop
quickly over the next few months and
years.

A Further Point
If the tunnels were built as part of a
“Job Creation” scheme, then it a
certain extent it makes sense for the
workers to have experience of
building different types of tunnel and
arching - which might explain the area
around the “double” arch.

It was mentioned on the tour, that
when Stevenson built his famous
railway cutting at Edge hill it
intersected several of Williamson’s
tunnels. Although Williamson was
very reluctant to show people around
his tunnels, he took Stevenson on a
tour. Stevenson was so impressed
with the construction work, he is
reputed to have said that any
workers recommended by Williamson
would find employment building his
railway.

Kelvin

Above: Members relaxing with ‘pint’ on top of the
middle arch in the ‘Stables’.
Picture: Sue Blattner
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Members Present: I. Davies, M.
Davies, E. Bowen, M. Worsfold, S.
Holding, I. Cooper.

The phrase “The NORPEX Door” is
recognised by those explorers who
regularly visit the mines around
Nenthead.  For those who don’t
know the area and the significance of
the door, it represents the end of
freely accessible passage in Rampgill
Level, and the start of a series of digs
carried out by a team of members
belonging to NORPEX.

In itself, placing a locked door across
a passageway to protect the interests
of explorers working on an ongoing
dig is not uncommon.  Although not
universally accepted, doors on digs
are usually respected and if contact
is made with members of the digging
team, visits to inspect and even help
with the dig are usually forthcoming.

The NORPEX door has gained its
reputation because of the apparent
secrecy surrounding the operations
carried out on the other side since
the 1980’s, we understand that even
members of NORPEX have struggled
to get a visit through.

When Steve Holding and Mike
Davies visited Nenthead during
August they returned with news that
the door had been ‘removed’ and a
sign put alongside declaring that
Rampgill had been reopened by
‘XNORPEX’.  We heard how a vast
length of passage has now been
opened up allowing underground
trips to pass from Cumbria into
Northumberland.

Hearing stories like these we couldn’t
wait to get back up North to
investigate the recently reopened
workings.  Shropshire Mines Trust
had organised a weekend trip to
Nenthead aimed at those with little or
no underground experience.
Members from SCMC had agreed to
lead the group and lend any
necessary equipment.

Unfortunately no interest was shown
in this trip by members of the trust,
however, those who had agreed to

lead the weekend couldn’t miss an
opportunity to visit beyond the
NORPEX door, so arrangements were
made for a weekend away.

Because our usual bunkhouse, which
although cheap is a little basic, was
unavailable, we arranged to stay at
“Mill Cottage”.  This is owned by
The North Pennines Heritage Trust
who manage the Nenthead Mine site.
The cottage itself is located amongst
the mine buildings so is ideally
situated near the major mine
entrances.

Mill Cottage has comfortable
sleeping accommodation, a kitchen,
and suitable washing facilities.  The
only problems are a lack of communal
sitting room (the local ‘Miners Arms’
public house has to make
do,) and no suitable drying
room for wet clothes.  During
our stay this wasn’t too
much of a problem as a clear
dry night enabled us to leave
things outside, most of us
had enough dry clothes for
the second day anyway.   A
visit of longer duration could
start to get uncomfortable
without drying facilities.

Our first trip of the weekend
had to be to the NORPEX door, the
photographs brought back to us by
Steve in August had whetted our
appetite, so we planed for a long day
ahead.  The door is a fifteen-minute
walk from the entrance and when we
arrived it was obvious how entry had
been gained.

The door was made from  ¼” steel
chequer plate, it’s one notable
feature had been a lack of any
obvious locking mechanism, there
aren’t any keyholes.  The door was
plain apart from two rows of socket
cap screws, presumably fastening
something on the inside, and some
ornamental steel scrolls in the
corners.

To get inside, the door had been
carefully cut out using oxy-acetylene
cutting equipment.  Who ever was
responsible for reopening the
passage was serious about it, even
the smallest sized gas bottles would
have been getting heavy by the time
they’d been carried through water for
quarter of an hour.

With the remains of the door
discarded at the side of the
passageway it became clear how the
original locking mechanism had
worked.  Fastened to the back of the
door was a substantial double-acting
hydraulic cylinder, one end was
attached to the door whilst the other
was connected to the lock bolts.

Beyond The NORPEX Door, Nenthead
by Ian Cooper

Mill Cottage, Nenthead, owned by the NPH Trust. (Picture: Ian Cooper)

The ‘open’ Norpex door. (Picture Ian Cooper)
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Pipes from each end of the cylinder
led to fittings behind two of the
screws fastened through the door.
To unlock the mechanism the correct
two screws would need to be
removed and a grease nipple screwed
into the exposed hole.  By pumping
in either grease or oil it would be
possible to release the bolts.  To lock
the door the nipple would be moved
to the other hole and the procedure
repeated, a very simple mechanism.

Crawling through the remains of the
door we entered the first of the
NORPEX digs, a very substantial
affair constructed of heavy-duty
metal work.  Within a short space of
time we came across a second steel
door, this was slightly larger than the
first and of lighter construction, it
had a small hole cut in it and
remaining evidence might suggest
that a padlock had been used to
secure it.  After a similar short
distance we encountered the remains
of a third door, now no longer on it’s
hinges.

Near the third door it is clear that the
surrounding ground has run in,
indeed, when Steve and Mike visited
in August their team had needed to
dig it open again.  Forewarned of this
we took the precaution of carrying a
small shovel with us, this was left on
the inside to enable us to dig our way
out if anything moved whilst we were
inside.

At intervals along the passage are
the tools, equipment and evidence of
the effort NORPEX spent on the
project.  Lining the passage near
most of the digs are very neatly
stacked deads, retained by expertly
built dry-stone retaining walls.  If it
weren’t for their location along the
passage it would be hard to tell that
these weren’t original features of the
mine.

At occasional equipment dumps we
passed small collections of digging
tools, shovels etc. some of which
appear to be home-made.  A few
specialist narrow barrows can be
seen stored to one side and large
amounts of light-weight railway track

have been
utilised, this has
matching trucks
to move the
spoil around.

Although the
NORPEX tools
are of passing
interest the main
focus of
attention must
be the original
artefacts which,
for the time
being, still
remain in place.
Rather than
explore all of the
possible
junctions and
hoppers we
pressed on to
the furthest
extent of the
passage, before
exploring back towards the
entrance.

As we neared the
end of the level we
came across two
hoppers which
have collapsed
since Steve and
Mike’s visit in
August.  We were
able to clear a small
space through
which we could
carefully crawl, but
further work is
required to stabilise
the falls and make
progress truly safe.

Rather than delve
into great

Beyond The NORPEX Door, Nenthead
continued ....

Left: Detail of the Norpex door lock.

Below: Newpaper of Thursday May
8th 1922.

Picture: Ian Cooper

Below: One of several barrels found in
the newly opened area.
Ian Cooper
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descriptions of the many artefacts
that can be seen along the way, I’ll
leave the photographs to give a taste
of what there is to see.  On our way
back out we started to investigate
some of the side passages and many
hoppers which can be climbed, these
revealed a maze of workings above
the main level, the majority of which
we’ve yet to fully explore.

Surface Shafts
The following day, Sunday, we went
to explore an area of dense tree
plantation on the hillside above
Nenthead.

During a visit at Easter Mike
Worsfold and Eileen Bowen had
explored this area looking for
features, their investigations found
that most of the shafts are crowned
depressions in the ground, however,
they stumbled upon one shaft that
was open, unguarded, and appeared
to be in good condition.

In August Steve Holding went to the
same plantation with the intention of
finding Mike and Eileen’s shaft.  He
didn’t find this, but did find an area
of ground that had collapsed leaving
exposed a large void.  At the time
they descended as far as their rope
would allow, and could see that the
hole continued into the darkness
below.

Returning as one group, our first
feature visited is marked on the map
as an adit.  Arriving at it’s portal we
found a long low mound heading into
the hillside, suggesting cut-and-
cover type construction, outside the
portal is reasonably deep water.  The
entrance itself has been ‘bricked up’
using stacked stones, carefully
removing one corner we were able to
see inside for as far as our torches
would enable.  The level is very low
and at least half it’s height contains
water.  After replacing the stones we
moved on.

Our next discovery was Mike &
Eileen’s shaft, still open and
unguarded.  Looking down the shaft
with a powerful lamp we could see

Beyond The NORPEX Door & Nenthead
Surface Shafts

A selection of pictures,
taken by Ian on the trip past
the Norpex door.

Left: Remains of a book on
a workbench.

Right: Part of a
harness

Below: Axles and
wheels from a
mine truck

Above: Oil can and
bottle on a shelf.

Right: Remnants of
newprint - dated 24th
April 1909.
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that it is vertical for some way before
sloping off at an angle towards the
bottom.  Plumbing the shaft with a
tape measure showed that the
vertical depth is about 50 feet.

After clearing the low branches and
trip hazards from around the shaft we
belayed a rope to a nearby tree and
sent Mike Worsfold down to find out
what lay below.  Knowing that this
area contains coal seams Mike took a
safety lamp down to check for gas.

Upon reaching the bottom he was
able to confirm that the ground
sloped away into what appeared to
be a small chamber, then continued
down as far as he could see.  Due to
excessive rope-rub, and a rope that
would be too short, Mike returned to
the surface.  Future work here will
require a rebelay at the base of the
shaft to allow a safe descent.

Before leaving the shaft we tried to
make the area a little safer.  By
trimming low branches we opened
out the area making the shaft easier
to see, we also uncovered some
barbed wire which had become
buried under the leave-mould on the
woodland floor, we wrapped this
around the nearby trees to leave the
shaft fenced in.  It is now necessary
to cross a barbed wire fence before
reaching the shaft.

Our final visit for the day was to the
collapsed workings slightly higher up
the plantation, again, low branches
and trip hazards were removed before
a rope was attached to a nearby tree.
Steve, Mike Worsfold and Ian Davies
descended to investigate whilst
Eileen, Mike Davies and myself
stayed on the surface.

Upon their return the underground
party was able to explain how they
had descended into a level, but that
the hopper they were in continued
down in a lined passage.  To descend
further would require a rebelay; with
the absence of any solid rock it might
be possible to wedge a scaffold pole
across the hopper to use as an
anchor point.  Yet again, we were
able to establish that further work is

required to safely explore further.

On the surface we measured the
distance and bearing between all of
the crowned shafts and notable
features.  Subsequent to the visit
Mike Worsfold has been able to plot
the field data and has found that
when overlaid on top of the
ordnance survey map, the shaft he
descended isn’t marked.

Nenthead Surface Shafts
Ian Cooper

Above: Mike Worsfold
descending the
plantation shaft

Right: Mike Davies
“guarding” the belay.

Ian Cooper

The fact that it is missing suggests
that this shaft might relate to Vieille
Montagne Zinc Company workings
after the area was initially surveyed.
This might also explain the shaft’s
good condition and the fact it’s still
open. Subsequent editions of the OS
map are revised versions of the
original survey, these revisions are
unlikely to include additional minor
shafts in remote countryside.

Inside Silverband Mill,
Great Dun Fell, near
Nenthead.

See pages 12 and 13 for
details of this Nenthead
trip.

Pictures: Ian Cooper
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Each year during the last week of
October a group of SCMC members
head north to join mine explorers and
cavers from across the country, the
purpose being to spend a week’s
holiday exploring the mining remains
in and around the Nenthead area.

Saturday 26th

The first trip of the week, on
Saturday 26th October saw Steve
Holding, Ian Cooper, Paul Thorne
and two of Paul’s friends from Kent
Underground Research Group travel
to Barons Sump.

The route involves two tight
squeezes through areas of collapsed
passageway, and two climbs up
hoppers using whatever comes to
hand.

The sump itself has flooded to about
100ft from the top, but does have
connections to further workings
which can be accessed from
elsewhere.

The main reason for a visit is to see
the impressive underground
chamber. The area at the top of the
sump is stone lined with features
more commonly found on an exterior
building, there’s even a bricked up
window high up on one wall.  In the
passages around the chamber are a
few artefacts, including a ventilation
fan.

Sunday 27th
The following day, saw everyone
travel into Rampgill to go through the
NORPEX door.  Mole had arranged
with Peter Wilkinson, Chairman of
NORPEX, for Melvin, one of the last
diggers involved in the project, to

lead a trip for the three of
them and Paul Thorne.  The
purpose of the trip being to
explain the features, and what
they’d found whilst digging.

Mike, Eileen, Steve, myself
and two others also arranged
to go through the door, we
ended up being ready about
an hour before the other
group so were well out of
their way inside.  Once
through the door we split into two
groups of three, Steve led the others
to the far end as they hadn’t been in
before. Mike, Eileen and myself
climbed one of the hoppers to satisfy
our curiosity and prove a connection
to a rise we’d climbed during our
September trip.

Whilst at the higher level we found a
section of original clog prints which
we taped off to reduce the risk of
future damage, a clay pipe, and a
collection of three miners shoes.

Subsequently talking to the other
group we learnt how the connection
over the top had been NORPEX’s
original route in, by the time they’d
carried their equipment over they
were worn out, so concentrated on
reopening the main horse level below
instead!

It’s a sad fact that artefacts have
been damaged during the short time
since our last visit through the door,
one of the newspapers photographed
in September has been severely
damaged and a number of other
artefacts have been rearranged and
moved.

It seems quite a bit of damage has
occurred since the door was
removed, Melvin was able to identify
where artefacts had been damaged,
even in some cases removed entirely.
It is news like this and even the
evidence seen by ourselves that puts
forward a strong case for the door
being there in the first place!

It appears that attitudes have
changed within NORPEX over the
years, apparently when the project

was first started there wasn’t any
problem with visitors. When
members were working inside, the
outer door was left open for people
to go inside.

As the years passed by active
digging members left and others
joined, gradually the attitudes
changed to the extent that Peter
Wilkinson, their chairman, wasn’t
allowed into the dig, despite having
been involved in the original
workings!

Understandably, everyone who came
up during the week wanted to see the
delights that have been hidden from
view for so long, this meant that
there were numerous trips back to the
door throughout the week, some
people returning more than once.

Monday Surveying
Monday turned into an SCMC
survey day, Mike and Eileen went
surveying along the main horse level
in Smallcleugh Mine, whilst Steve
and myself were surveying in the
‘incline flats’, an area of workings
situated above the majority of the
mine.

It was known that one of the hoppers
connects the Incline Flats down to
the main level, Steve and I aimed to
find the hopper and then survey back
to the main level though the flats to
form a loop. This would tie a number
of areas together on Mike
Worsfold’s survey.

After a rather tortuous route keeping
right at each junction, we managed to
find the top of the hopper.  Having
located the way down we attempted
to find a direct path through the flats

Nenthead Trip - October 2002
Ian Cooper

Above: Barons Sump

Clog prints on the floor in Rampgill
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back to the level.  After a number of
false starts this was accomplished
and was surveyed to an acceptable
standard using a tape and both
forward and backward compass
bearings.

Tuesday
Tuesday saw Steve return to the
NORPEX door for the second time of
the week to accompany another
visitor.  Mike, Eileen and myself
returned to Smallcleugh to finish
surveying along the main horse level
and complete a loop through ‘Wheel
flats’ and ‘Hetheringtons’, areas of
workings in the mine which loop back
to the horse level.

Wednesday
The weather forecast for Wednesday
claimed good conditions so we had
arranged for Peter Wilkinson to lead
a walk around the mine remains on
Great Dun Fell.  SCMC members
present on the walk included Mike
Worsfold, Eileen Bowen, Paul Thorne
and myself, this was in addition to
four others.  We were able to take our
cars to the top of the fell and park
near to the Civil Aviation Authority’s
(CAA) location beacon, this meant
that the majority of the walk was
downhill.

Our first mine visited was Silverband,
this was last worked for barytes as an
open cast in December 2001.  The
nature of the ground was such that
the actual open cast crater wasn’t
visible until we neared the edge,
where upon the ground suddenly
seemed to open out to expose the
gash in the hillside.

Walking down along the edge of the
pit we passed the site of Silverband
high level mine entrance, this related
to the original mine present on the
site before the modern surface
workings.  Walking further down we
encountered an open shaft which
drops into workings, before reaching
Silverband low level, an open level
situated just behind the modern mine
buildings.

By snaking back and forth across the

deeply folded landscape Peter was
able to lead us to numerous old
levels, a fair number of which are still
open.  The footings and remains of
buildings can be seen near the
entrances and the size of spoil tips
gives an idea as to how productive
the mines were.

The passage back towards the cars
took us to the remains of an ariel
ropeway, originally used to transport
barytes from Silverband across the
valley to buildings on the other side
for further shipment.  The evidence
left now includes a number of towers
- some still standing, lengths of wire
rope and the half collapsed remains
of buildings.

Whilst the majority of us walked
across the Cumbrian hillside Steve

Holding and Mike Davies went into
Firestone Level, a relatively small
passage in the hillside above
Rampgill.

Afterwards they commented that
they found a number of potential
digs and a few hoppers, which may
lead to upper workings.  They had
passed through one recent dig
completed by someone else, and at
the far end they encountered bad air.

On both Thursday and Saturday a
group of us did further work in the
tree plantation above Nenthead, this
has been written up on page xxx.  On
Friday a team of seven travelled up to
Wanlock Head in Scotland to explore
beyond  a show mine (see next issue
of Below!).

Left: Silverband Mine
site settlement ponds

Below: Outside of the
processing mill (on
right), crusher on left.

Left and Below: Remains of the
ariel ropeway from Silverband.

All pictures: Ian Cooper

Nenthead Trip - October 2002
continued...
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VISIT TO ROMAN GRAVELS BY

THE SEVERN VALLEY NATURALISTS FIELD CLUB, 1870

19th C. Visitors to the South West Shropshire Mines, No.6
Contributed by I.J.Brown

MINING IN SHROPSHIRE - ANCIENT AND MODERN
The members of the Severn Valley Naturalists’ Field
Club had a two days’ meeting last week, which proved
unusually successful, both as regards the attendance
and the number of places and objects of interest which
fell along the line of the selected route. When the party
arrived at the Gravels Mine they were met by Messrs.
T. Wright and R. J. More. The various operations of
crushing and washing the ore were explained by the
Captain of the mine and other workmen, and, illustrated
as their descriptions were by the actual execution- of
the work, they were exceedingly interesting. Not one of
the least interesting of these processes, and certainly
not one of the least profitable to the proprietors of the
mine, is the removing of what is termed the “slime ore”
from the water and refuse. A comparatively short time
ago the water in which the lead was washed was
allowed to flow away as useless when all the lead was
obtained from it that could be obtained by the ordinary
mode of washing. Now, by an exceedingly ingenious
piece of machinery, what used to be thrown away as
mud is re-washed, and made to deposit itself in the
form of a flat cone. As the deposit commences in the
central or higher part of the cone the lighter material is
carried away by a gently flowing current of water,
which is supplied with the mud at the apex, and the
heavier material, or the lead, being too ponderous to be
borne away by the tiny stream, collects around the
centre, where it is comparatively free from all foreign
matter. The lead thus obtained, which is in a state of
very fine powder, amounts to many tons per month,
and is worth about £16 per ton. Formerly, as already
stated, this valuable source of profit flowed away
altogether, poisoned the brooks, and killed the fish for
miles. Now it helps, in no small degree, to swell the
dividends of the proprietors. Boards of conservators
and lead mining companies are somewhat antagonistic
in their operations now, but when science takes
another step onward, and shows how to remove, at a
small cost, the very small percentage of lead which is
now left to pollute our streams, than all grounds for
antagonism will have vanished, and mining companies
will find a still further augmentation of their annual
income. After being properly washed the ore is piled in
heaps in a covered building, and on Tuesday many
scores of tons were to be seen, all of which, it was
understood, had been ordered by smelters beforehand.
The mine is exceedingly rich in ore, and the ore,
yielding as it does a high percentage of metal, realises
the highest prices in the market. After a stay of about
an hour in the works the party climbed to the summit of
the Shelve, a hill close at hand, and did what the most
“visioned poet” and enthusiastic naturalist must alike
do - “refreshed”.

After luncheon, the party descended to a point where
a number of deep cuttings, the remains of Roman
mining operations, extend up the side of the hill. At
this point, Mr. Thomas Wright, at the request of the
secretary, Mr. Cooper, made a few observations. He
said they were at that time in the middle of a district
which was one of the greatest mining districts in the
island. The Romans came to that part of the country
to get their lead. Their iron they procured in Wales,
and there were remains of their copper mines at
Llanymynech. It was well known that the Romans set
great value upon this province for its metals, and no
doubt they visited that part of the country at an early
period to get possession of its valuable mineral
treasures. Around that part of the country there were
not only remains of Roman mines, but of Roman
roads, so that there must have been continual
communications between one point and another, and
they had, too, at no great distance, the remains of by
far the largest Roman city in Great Britain, Uriconium.
Among the relics of that city which had been
discovered, were numerous articles of metal,
particularly of lead, of which the ore had probably
been dug in that neighbourhood. When the Romans
came first to that part of the island, he had no doubt
the minerals were found untouched. They found the
veins of lead cropping up to the surface, and they
followed them up the hill, and dug them out along the
surface. Where the metal was more plentiful shafts
were dug and these, with other excavations, were
perfectly apparent. Of course, in all such operations
the Romans were very imperfect workmen, as
compared with miners of the present day. Their great
difficulty was that they had no machines to get the
water out of  the mines when they went to any depth,
consequently they did sink deep, and had left all the
mineral wealth below for the miners of the present
day, who took every advantage of the imperfections
of their predecessors.

Miners of the present day had gunpowder for
blasting, the Romans had not. They (the Roman
miners) adopted another plan. They made a fire
against a rock, heated it as hot as possible, then threw
water over it, and so cracked the stone and got out
the ore. Roman miners used tallow candles, as do the
miners of the present day, and pieces of them were
often found in Roman mines. Some were to be seen at
Mr. More’s, at Linley. They were sometimes found by
the workmen, who had taken them home, and, thinking
them ordinary candles, had made fruitless efforts to
light them.  The tallow had now gone quite hard, and
altogether changed in its character. Among the
rubbish in these ruins were also found curious oak
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19th C. Visitors to the South West Shropshire Mines, No.6
Continued . . .

shovels, and some of them would also be seen at
Linley. There was another fact of some interest which
might be mentioned, in relation to the subject. Usually
the ores were smelted at the mines, but he was not
aware that any remains of a smelting-house had been
found there.

A short distance off, however, near Linley, a “pig” of
lead had been found, bearing the name of the Roman
Emperor Adrian, and it had no doubt, been dropped at
the place where it was found, the smelting having, he
believed, being done at Churchstoke. This “pig”
would also be found at Mr. More’s. Near the entrance
to Linley were the remains of an extensive Roman villa,
which had been discovered by the late Rev. T. F.
More, and he (Mr. Wright) was of opinion that the

person who had resided in it was the head officer over
that mining district. Mr. Wright concluded by
expressing a hope that the remarks he had made would
enable those present to understand more fully the
ancient workings that lay around them.
Mr. Cooper, the honorary secretary of the club, then
expressed the thanks of the members and friends to Mr.
Wright for his address and that gentleman was very
warmly cheered.
The party then divided itself into two sections, one
proceeding to Corndon and the other to Linley. The
latter under the guidance Mr. R.J.More and Mr.
T.Wright.

from Supplement to Mining Journal,
July 1870

Marmite Centenary

It seems to be one of those foods
that you either love or loathe, but 100
years on some 2.5 million jars of it are
sold per year!

What ever your taste, Marmite is
good for you. It has a high natural
vitamin B and protein content. If you
have been on a Burton-on-Trent
brewery tour you will probably have
seen the tubs of spent yeast waiting
to be sent the Marmite factory.  It
was a German scientist called Leibig,
who first discovered that yeast
produced during the fermentation of
beer could be made into a
concentrated protein rich paste with
a vaguely “meaty” flavour.

However it was the Brits who made it
commercially viable, and it has been
produced at Burton-on-Trent  since it
was first patented in 1902. It is
claimed that the name comes from
that of a French stockpot, similar to
the one on the front of the jar. The
French pronounce it “mar-meet”, it

was actually sold in small
earthernware pots before the glass jar
was introduced in the 1920’s.

The discovery of vitamins in 1912
revealed why Marmite was such a
good food supplement. The yeast
protein was easy to digest and the
sludge was crawling with B vitamins.
BY the start of world War I  Marmite
formed part of the rations for troops
fighting overseas. During World war
II it was again used to help prevent
deficiency diseases. In 1999 it was
sent to soldiers involved in the
Kosovo conflict after the factory
received a begging letter for Marmite
to help boost morale among the
troops.

Why do you need it?
Five of the six B vitamins occur
naturally in the yeast - riboflavin,
niacin, thiamin, folic acid and vitamin
B12.  They are water soluble which
means that they cannot be stored in
the body - so they need to be eaten
on a regular basis.

If you are undertaking strenuous
activities then the more B vitamins
you need. Although each B vitamin
has its own specific function, they
work synergistically together at the
heart of energy metabolism. Thiamin
especially is needed to release the
energy from carbohydrate foods and
keep your brain topped up with a
constant supply of glucose.

Riboflavin is involved with energy
release from fat and protein, so
together they provide the ignition for
energy production (its your spark for
your tank of fuel).

Riboflavin is also needed to help
maintain healthy skin and mucous
membranes inside the mouth and
nose. If you don’t like Marmite, milk,
eggs, cheddar cheese, lamb’s liver
and dried Nori seaweed are good
sources. Most breakfast cereals such
as Weetabix, Bran flakes and Special
K have riboflavin added. In its pure
form it is bright yellow and is easily
destroyed by light (so loses most of
its vitamin activity if left on a
supermarket shelf too long). As it is
water soluble, excess vitamin will be
excreted in the urine. You will soon
know if you have taken too much
riboflavin, it passes through your
body unchanged and results in very
yellow pee!

Worried about the salt content of
Marmite? Well don’t be, the “tang”
is largely due to the yeast protein.
This has been split, to some extent,
releasing smaller chains of amino
acids - the building blocks of
proteins. Some of these have a
particular and distinct flavour. If you
suffer from high blood pressure, it is
worth giving Marmite a miss,
although it is relatively low in
sodium.
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History and surviving
remains

Alveley Colliery was sunk by the
Highley Mining Company in the late
1930s. Its location was determined by
the underground workings of the
Highley Colliery, which by that date
had moved east from Highley and
were now below Alveley. However,
this posed a major logistical problem;
the Severn Valley branch of the Great
Western Railway, which had to be
used to take the coal away, ran
through Highley. It was over ½ mile
away from the Alveley shaft, the
wrong side of the Rivern Severn. To
solve this problem, an endless rope-
worked haulage system was built
from the mine to the railway, crossing
the river via a concrete bridge (Fig 1).

The screens were built next to the
railway and opened in January 1939.
Tubs of coal from the shaft went
along the haulage to the screens; dirt
was returned in the other direction.
There were some modifications to the
arrangements at the screens in the
early 1950s when a washery was built
and a creeper/retarder system was
installed to take the tubs the last few
yards to the screens. The rope
haulage was replaced by an aerial
ropeway following the
redevelopment of Alveley in 1960.

The route of the tramway can still be
traced almost from the former pit top
at Alveley, down the main incline,
over the bridge and up to the site of
the screens. On the Highley side of
the bridge, one of the guide
(“return”) wheels has been partially
excavated. Display boards along the
route provide an explanation of the
remains. Short stretches of rail have
been used to reinforce the
embankment at various places. The
remains of several metal tubs can still
be found in the undergrowth at the
foot of the screens and the Visitor
Centre at the Severn Valley Country
Park has a few artefacts including
some of the rollers. Bewdley Museum
holds several Smallman clips from the
haulage. The bridge is unfortunately
nearing the end of its life and will

need to be replaced within the next
few years.

David Poyner

Method of working and
tub construction.

The surface haulage used a 7/8th inch
rope. The length of the track was
1100 yards so the endless rope was
2200 yards long. The railway was 21”
gauge with wooden sleepers 3’ apart;
9” rollers fixed in wooden boxes
supported the rope. There were eight
tubs to each journey; the tubs were
made of wood and later of iron and
held 10 cwt of coal. The rope took the
tubs to the Barker Screens.

At the pit top, the two-deck cages
held four tubs, two per deck. The
tubs were forced off the cage by a
Westinghouse pneumatic ram and
the two top tubs were lowered to
ground level by a drop-cage. There
were two men on the weighbridge to
check the weights of the tubs; one
from the union and the other from the
colliery. The tubs were marked with
chalk to say which face they had

come off. The tubs then ran onto the
haulage where the first tub was
clipped onto the rope with the
remaining 7 tubs coupled up behind
it by Bert Bywaters. This was done
on an incline about 50 yards long to
put tension on the couplings. The
back clip was firmly fixed to hold the
tubs before they went down a steep
incline 400 yards long, over the
concrete bridge.

The haulage engine was at the top of
the incline; at first it was manned by
Ted Horton but it was later worked
by signals. There was a set of return
wheels at the end of the bridge and
another set 100 yards further along.
On the bridge Jack Blount took the
back clip off to allow the tubs to go
round the wheels; if left on the rope
came off the return wheel and it
needed a Sylvester to get it back on
again. At the other set of wheels Bill
Homfrey (Bumphus) would take the
back clip off the empty journey.

Jack Blount was a real character. If he
saw you coming down the incline he
would walk to meet you and ask what

The Surface Haulage at Alveley Colliery
George and David Poyner

Figure 1

Above: The main surface haulage at Alveley, 1939-1960. For clarity, only the
main route of the track is shown. There were also sidings, chiefly around
the surface at Alveley. Also omitted are details of the standard gauge
sidings at the screens.

Figure 2: Smallman haulage clips, for attaching tubs to
continous rope haulage systems.
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you thought about the Colliers
football team. If the rope had
stopped, you could not get away (Fig
3). The office staff had the same
treatment. Ben Humphries had a
cabin for shelter, where he kept an
immense fire going in a stove.

When the journey reached the
creeper the tubs were unclipped.
They were sent up the creeper into
the tippler on the screens and then
returned down the retarder. The chalk
numbers were removed and the tubs
were clipped back onto the haulage
rope to go back to the colliery. Here
the empties were unclipped off the
rope and sent up creepers to the top
and bottom decks of the cage. The
supplies were also brought by rail so
there were six men loading the tubs
with pit props and unloading railway
wagons. The rails needed quite a lot
of maintenance; during hot weather
they would expand and buckle,
requiring the joints to be loosened.

Some tubs were diverted from the
main haulage to the landsale
(Pegson) screens. They went over a
weighbridge onto the screens. There
was no tippler but one rail was higher
than the other so the tubs could be
thrown on their side, emptied and
then righted. They were returned to
the pit by a pony, Venture, driven by
Ted Smith. Dirt tubs were driven onto
the mound by another pony, Charlie.

Wooden tubs were made by contract
at 12/- per tub by men working
overtime either in the carpenters
shop or the tub repair shop. George
Elcock, Almer Honeybourne, Fred
Guy and Fred James worked in the
carpenters shop with Jim Breakwell,
Arthur Mayer, Stan Link and Dennis
Mullard in the tub shop. Typically 50
tubs would be produced in the
course of a week. They would be
inspected by Mr Chesworth, who
would chalk “WC” on the sides if
they were correct. They had oak sills
and elm boards with iron brackets
and fittings (Fig 4). When I first
started I drilled holes in the elm
boards for George Elcock, who paid
me an extra 1/- for the work. Almer
Honeybourne had a large lump

hammer for the rivets, but this often
did not close them up and they
would need attention from Jim
Breakwell in the tub shop. The
pedestals were attached to the sills
and the bottoms of the tubs with 7¼”
bolts; the bolts in the bottom of the
tubs were tightened with a large dolly
spanner (Fig 5). Buffer straps were
also attached, as was the draw bar.

George Poyner
Carpenter at Alveley,

1942-1968.

The Surface Haulage at Alveley Colliery
continued ...

Figure 3: (below) Jack Blount (on
the left) with painter Ken Price and
daughter Liz shortly before the
haulage was replaced by the aerial
ropeway. Immediately behind them
is the bridge, with the colliery in the
background.
A full journey from E face is on the
left hand track. Jack Blount’s cabin
is on the right. Note the haulage
rope and the rollers between the
rails; the Smallman clip holding the
full journey can just be made out.
For some reason, the haulage is
stationary.

Figure 4: (below) A typical wooden tub. The precise details of
the ironwork on the body varied.

Figure 5: (left, below) Details of the
axle assemblage, showing how the
spectacles and pedestal held the
axle onto the sill of the tub. The sills
would normally be 3” x 4”, 15” apart.
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As part of the case to replace the
rope haulage with an aerial ropeway,
the list of personnel (see table to
right) required for its operation was
drawn up and discussed by the
colliery reconstruction committee on
1st December 1958.

The existing system required 54 men
from the pit to the washery. It was
estimated that an aerial ropeway
would require 15 men and would cost
£160,568. On this basis, it was agreed
to proceed with the aerial ropeway.

Figures are not available to show
how much money was actually saved
by the aerial ropeway. However, at
least in its early days it was plagued
by breakdowns.

The Surface Haulage at Alveley Colliery
Appendix; Personnel on the Haulage 1958

Experimental ‘Mine’ at Buxton
“I went to see how work was
progressing on the Experimental
Mine Station that has been built on
the moors behind Buxton. Until
recently mine workings were
represented by large iron tubes. In
which coal dust explosions were
deliberately produced and the terrific
speed with which these travelled was
measured electrically. Unfortunately
on several occasions the tubes have
burst and for this reason they have
been replaced by a tunnel bored
through a small hill. This is far more
like a mine gallery than was the old
iron tube. The tunnel is semi-circular
in cross section and is 700 feet in
length. It has been blasted through
almost solid limestone and

Job Men
Days Afternoons

At Shaft
Clipping loads 2 2
Coupling loads 1 1
Unclipping empties 1 1
Uncoupling empties 1 1
Dirt from pit and screens
Tippler operation (1) (1)
Points behind tippler (2) (2)
Running to tippler (1) (1)
Bulldozer (1)
Curve Wheels
Loads 1 1
Empties 1 1
Trackmen 1
At Screens
Tippler operator 1 1
Unclipping loads 1 1
Uncoupling loads 1 1
Clipping empties 1 1
Coupling empties 1 1
Dirt from screens
Dirt load (1) (1)
Clipping loads & empties (2) (1)
Clip maintenance   1
Totals
Dirt handling (8) (6)
Others 14 12

22 18

From minutes of Alveley Colliery Reconstruction Committee,
Public Record Office, COAL 77/5353.

strengthened by massive semi-
circular bands of iron. For greater
security concrete has been grafted
into the fissures in the rock outside
the Iron bands. Heavy
counterbalanced steel doors close
the gallery when the coal dust is
fired. A light railway running
throughout the length of the tunnel
is used for supplying the coal dust”.

From a letter written by H.N. Beadle
which was published in The Meccano
Magazine, Volume XIV, No.8,
August 1929 -E.D. Chambers.
Reproduced in Industrial Railway
Record, 167 December 2001.

Anyone got an idea where this
experimental mine was?

Bat Worker Dies
On Sunday 24th November, David
McRae, 56 from Guthrie in Angus
became the first person to die in
Britain from rabies for over 100 years.
Tests at Ninewell Hospital in Dundee
confirmed that he was suffering from
a type of rabies known as EBL.

EBL - European Bat Lyssavirus, is a
rabies like virus which infects
insectivorous bats in Europe.
Between 1977 and 2000, there were
630 cases of infected bats reported,
mostly in Denmark, the Netherlands
and Germany. The Vetinary
Laboratories Agency in the UK tests
about 200 bats every year for this
virus, and to-date there have been
just 2 confirmed cases - one in
Newhaven, East Sussex (1996) and
one in Lancashire in 2002.

EBL is a different strain of virus from
that which causes “classical” rabies
in dogs and other creatures. It is very
rare for EBL’s to cross the species
barrier from bats to other types of
animals. Only 3 human cases (all
fatal) have been reported in Europe
since 1977, one in Finland and 2 in
the former USSR. All 3 had been in
close contact with bats. EBL is
transmitted by a bite or scratch or if
saliva or nervous tissue from an
infected bat gets into a patients eye
or comes into contact with mucous
membranes or broken skin.
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On September 7th 1893, the Miners of
Featherstone, West Yorkshire were in
dispute, there were two pits
concerned, but the incident involved
mainly the miners from the
developing Acton Hall Colliery.
Many of the miners had migrated
here from the declining Staffordshire
and Shropshire mining areas; it was a
new town with no established social
hierarchy. In the absence of local
magistrates the magistrate from
Pontefract  was brought in to read
the ‘riot act’, and to involve the
soldiers from a barracks in Bradford
(rather than the local regiments, many
of whom were involved in keeping
order at Doncaster Races and in any
case it was thought unwise to let
Yorkshire soldiers shoot Yorkshire
miners).

Against the advice of local police,
the order was given to shoot, about
17 miners were hurt and 2 killed, shot
from behind as they were running
away. It was not until afterwards that
it was realised that the South
Staffordshire Regiment were being
used to shoot at miners from their
own areas!

Both pits have now been levelled,
Acton Hall closed during the 1984/5
Miners Strike (it remained a very
militant pit to the end; even when the
writer carried out his first inspection
there in 1977 he was warned not to be
seen carrying pencil, pen, notebook
or watch), but Green Lane and the
Colliery entrances are still much the
same and the sites can be
recognised. Most visitors nowadays,
however, go to North Featherstone
Cemetery to see the two graves with
their graphic inscriptions.

Worth a Visit (if passing)
Site of the Featherstone Massacre, near Wakefield, 1893.

Sacred to the memory of
JAMES

the beloved son of
ROWLAND and MARY Gibbs

of Loscoe Grove, Normanton
Who was shot through by the

soldiers
who charged the locked out miners

at Lord Masham’s Collieries
Featherstone on the evening of the

7th Sept. 1893
age 22 years

‘Gone not from memory or from
love but from a world of strife

Swept by a rifle ball from earth
to live an endless life’

Note: There is some weathering
and ‘fired’ and ‘soldiers’ can only be
inferred from the stones.

In loving memory
JAMES ARTHUR

beloved husband of
EMMA DUGGAN

Born March 10th 1868
Died September 8th 1893

Through a gun shot wound fired by
The South Staffordshire Regiment at

Lord Mashams Collieries
Featherstone

‘Gone but not forgotten’

The 1891 Census shows that there
were over 50 Shropshire born miners
with families in Featherstone in 1891
including Henry Gettings age 48
(colliery undermanager, born
Wellington), John Briscoe age 26
(mine surveyor, born Madeley) and
Sam Rushton, age 47 (colliery
deputy, born Wellington).

Ivor Brown
Memorial
In 1995 a ‘Sculpture’ was placed in
Featherstone shopping precinct to
mark the centenary of the
‘Featherstone Massacre’ and there is
a large mural in brick depicting the
towns heritage at the main
crossroads on the principal street.
The Sculpture consists of two
hydraulic roof props supporting one
half of a pit headframe wheel.
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‘Sculpture’ commemorating the
massacre. Picture: I.J.Brown

Footnote:
As this item was being completed; 2
miners have been shot dead and 14
injured by security personnel at East
Rand Gold Mine near Jo’burg, South
Africa. The miners were on strike,
claiming that they had been
underpaid. Nothing ever changes!
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Members Present: Steve Holding,
Ian Davies, Samantha Davies, Chris
Andrews, Ian Cooper.

We entered the mine through the
lower entrance, where the workings
have broken out to surface. This had
the advantage that we were less
obvious to the occupants of the
house further up the hill who we
understand don’t always appreciate
people on the land.

After exploring the older workings,
which date from the early 1900’s, we
concluded that we’d probably
already investigated it all during our
first trip.  Whilst at this level we did
find a few artefacts and tools that
relate to the last modern working of
the mine, in places we were able to
look down into parts of the show
mine below.

Having exhausted the upper levels
we descended the long steel ladder
into the modern workings and the
show mine.  A detailed account of
what’s to be found has been
published in the spring issue of
Below: 2002.1.

On this occasion we decided that it
would be best not to emerge from the
upper entrance, positioned as it is,
not far below the land owners house,
instead we retraced our steps
through the old workings.  Once back
at the surface we sat on the hillside
to eat our lunch.

From our elevated perch we noticed
someone working at the mine down
below.  Speaking to the gentleman we
found that he’d worked at the mine
for the past 20 years and had been
the mine manager when it finally
closed.  Apparently it has been
classified as a toxic mine and as such
is never likely to be reopened.

Having spent many years working in
the mine he doesn’t share our
interest in entering the workings, but
was most friendly and spent an hour
or so discussing the mine with us,
both features inside and on the
surface.  After popping back into the
offices he reappeared and gave us

booklets describing the
history of the mine,
produced when the show
mine was open to the
public.

Although the presence of
gold in the area was
known about before, it
wasn’t until 1844 that the
occurrence was widely
publicised, in a paper to
the British Association.
Intense speculation
followed, including small
finds at Gwynfynydd in
1863.

The initial gold rush had
collapsed by 1865, it
wasn’t until 1888 when
rich finds were made at
Gwynfynydd that a
second resurgence of
interest in the area
occurred, this time
machinery was used for
the mining and
subsequent processing.

A developer of mines,
Prichard Morgan, took
over Gwynfynydd in 1887,
a year later they struck a
rich pocket of gold, it was
this find that created the
second gold rush and
brought many new
prospectors to the area.
By the beginning of the
First World War most of
the interest had gone
again and the mines had
closed.

In 1981 Gywnfynydd was
reopened, still working
the same lode as Prichard
Morgan.  Morgan’s rich
discovery had been near
the top of the hill, the vein
of quartz in which the
gold occurs slopes down
through the hillside.  The
modern mine
concentrated its efforts
further down the hill, with
access through an adit.

Gwynfynydd – The final chapter?
Sunday 10th November 2002

Above: The main entrance for the modern
workings, now disused.
Below: The mine office built on mine spoil high
above the river.

Above: An underground safe - unfortunately it
was empty !

Below: The rescue stretcher being inspected
by ‘Storm Trooper Holding’
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Production in the mine was adequate
until, in the late 1980’s, they
discovered a rich pocket of gold.
Apparently it was possible to bend
the larger rocks because of the high
gold content in them, the occurrence
of gold they broke into was about
eight inches wide of more or less
solid gold.  In today’s market it
would be worth about £40million.
Finds like that only happen every 100
years or so.

The mine stopped production for two
years at the end of the 1980’s before
being reopened again in 1992, this
time the aim was to intersect the lode
deeper in the hill.  Two underground
shafts were sunk, reaching a depth of
160 feet, before tunnelling across to
reach the ore.

Although gold was found, it was not
in the same quantities as they’d
broken into in the 1980’s.  Production
was at a rate of 0.2oz per ton of
material processed.  The search for
gold revolves around a lot of
guesswork and luck, the exact
location of gold pockets within the
quartz can’t be predicted and it’s
possible to bypass large reserves
without realising.

The last day of production at the
mine was the end of December 1998,
it finally closed on the 31st March
1999.  After closure large dams were
built across the entrances capable of
withstanding the full hydrostatic
pressure of the water in the mine.  At
the moment the control valves on the
dams are left open, water is able to
freely drain out.  If future monitoring
indicates unacceptable levels of
contamination emerging from the
workings then it will be possible to
close off the dam and let the
workings flood, largely trapping the
contaminated water under a layer of
surface run-off.

Although Steve had his eye on one
glinting patch in the quartz, we
decided it was more likely to be some
other chemical deposit, copper
sulphide was suggested.  Talking to
the person outside, he was confident
that the only place you’d be able to

see free gold on
the walls of the
mine now is in
the later flooded
workings, 160ft
below
contaminated
water.

The gentleman
working the site
took the time to
explain how the
spoil heaps have
been reworked to
extract as much
gold as possible.
Some of the spoil
came from the
new drives put in
during the later
workings, as they
weren’t in a
particularly
profitable area,
the spoil wasn’t
originally
processed much,
so still contained
amounts of gold.  Other spoil tips
dating from the turn of the century
have been reworked as well, he said
how digging through the tips has
exposed different coloured layers
reflecting the gradual increase in
spoil tip size.

We were told how the material is first
crushed before being fed into a ball-
mill, this reduces the ore to a fine
powder.  The ore is transferred to a
square hopper containing agitated
water, the dense gold falls to the
bottom whilst the lighter sandy spoil
remains in suspension within the
turbulent water.

After further filtering the ore is
passed over a vibrating table, this is
a platform that slopes down
diagonally, across its surface are a
number of ridges over which the
water is trickled.  The dense gold
should lodge against the top ridge
with the other products, such as
galena, lodging progressively further
down the board.

During the reprocessing it is possible

to extract gold small enough to float
on water, when this occurs a small
amount of washing up liquid is added
to break the water’s surface tension,
allowing the gold to sink to the
bottom again.

Alongside the vein of quartz, which
holds the gold, are quantities of iron
and zinc ore.  When these are
exposed to air and moisture they
become very acidic and dissolve into
the water within the mine.  It is this
acidic water containing quantities of
heavy metals that is of environmental
concern when it leaves the mine.

When in operation the water leaving
the workings passed through a series
of settlement tanks, these allowed the
particulates to separate out from the
water before it was passed to the
river.  Now the mine has closed the
water discharge has been redirected
past the settlement tanks straight
into the river.

Whilst operating, the mine came up
with an interesting method of limiting
the pollution emanating from it’s

Gwynfynydd – The final chapter?
Sunday 10th November 2002, continued ...

Above: The Mill shed containing the processing
machinery.
Below: A view of the settlement tanks which were used
to filter the mine’s water.
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workings.  Once the gold has been
extracted the remaining tailings are a
very fine silt, rather than just
dumping this on the surface it was
used to reduce pollution.  Old
passages and workings had dams
built across them, behind which a
slurry of tailings would be pumped.
The fine clays and sands of the
waste spoil would dry out, in the
process sealing the exposed heavy
metal ores and preventing their
escape into the mine water.

Because at this time all processing
and milling was carried out
underground, it meant that large
amounts of waste spoil never left the
mine.  By capping unused areas of
the mine with waste they were able to
reduce the toxic discharge.

We were told some of the problems
they faced whilst trying to operate a
successful show mine.  The original
plan had been to build a car park and
allow visitors to make their own way
up to the mine.

The forestry owners had been
contacted and it was planned for a
new bridge to be built across the
river, enabling cars to use the road
on the opposite side of the valley.
This would prevent cars meeting
head-to-head on the single track
road.  Everything was fine until the
Parks Authority said that there could
only be six cars on the site at once, at
the time there were eight people
working at the mine.  After that the

Gwynfynydd – The final chapter?
Sunday 10th November 2002, continued ...

miners had to park at the bottom and
drive up together in a Land Rover!

To get around the problem they
bought a fleet of mini-buses and
opened a shop in Dolgellau.  Visitors
to the mine would meet at the shop
and be bussed up to the mine.  This
arrangement was less than
satisfactory, in the summer there
were far more visitors than the buses
could cope with and people were
being turned away.  The seasonal
nature of the tourist industry in that
part of Wales didn’t help either, in
the winter they still had to maintain
the fleet of buses and operate the
shop even though there were hardly
any visitors around.

After four years of reprocessing even

this is drawing to an end, we were
told how work is due to finish at the
beginning of next year.  Around
Easter 2003 the site is to be cleared,
the buildings demolished and the
whole area landscaped.

The path from the car park heads up
the valley above the river, passing
the remains of buildings, pipe-work,
and equipment from the mining that
occurred in the area during the early
1900’s.  By the remains of the
processing mill there are
interpretation boards explaining the
area and what the remains represent,
the track then continues up the
valley until it reaches the modern
mine and it’s associated buildings,

these complete the story of gold
mining at Gwynfynydd.

It is sad to think that it is this final
chapter in the gold mine’s history
that is soon to be eradicated.  It
would be nice if the abandoned
buildings of the mine could be left to
slowly become reclaimed by nature,
in the same way as all the others. To
do this would leave a lasting
reminder for future generations of an
industry that took place in a now
picturesque valley for over 100 years.

Although Gwynfynydd is shortly to
finish production, gold prospecting
in the Dolgellau Gold Belt continues.
A concerned named ‘Cambrian
Goldfields’ own the license to explore
for gold in the majority of the gold
belt, including the Gwyfynydd area.

To the best of both my knowledge
and that of the person we spoke to at
the mine, Cambrian Goldfields are not
actively mining for gold underground
at the moment, although they are
investigating the possibility of
reopening the Clogau gold mine.
They currently source their gold by
panning for alluvial deposits in the
rivers of the gold belt.

Given the popularity of Welsh Gold it
is likely that it’s extraction will
continue for years to come, but large
reserves such as those found at
Gwynfynydd are only to be found
underground, and even then only
after investing large amounts of time
and money in the search.

Ian Cooper
All pictures for this article are by Ian

Above: Remains of the old processing mill dating from the
early 1900’s located further down the valley

Below: When you look at the river, is it
any wonder why the original
processing mill was water powered?
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revolution to Britain (Essex was the
second area surveyed).

At the start of the survey, it took
around 20 years to map about a third
of England and Wales at 1 inch to the
mile. Mountain heights were (and still
are) measured from sea-level -
calculated from an average of the
tides at Newlyn, Cornwall.

It didn’t take the government long to
realise that the maps produced by the
Board could be useful for taxation,
administration, water and sewerage,
etc. By the 1840’s, engineering
surveyors needed maps for building
the railway network and by 1920,
when the mapping of Britain was
complete, they were published for
leisure use at a scale of 1 inch to the
mile.

It is only when you go abroad that
you appreciate how well off we are
with our Ordnance Survey maps -
even in ‘advanced’ countries like
Norway, no two maps of a given
area are the same, or even match
reality! Although military maps had
been made in 1746, when King
George II commissioned the first
formal land survey of the Highlands,
to help quell the rebellious Scots, the
mapping of Kent in 1801 heralded the
start of Britain’s best known series of
maps.

The Kent survey was the first
produced by the Board of Ordnance
(the old name for the ministry of
defence, hence the Ordnance
Survey), and was part of the
government plans for defending the
Channel coast against the possibility
of the French bringing their

Aerial photography was first
introduced during World War One.
As the early maps became out of
date, retriangulation was introduced
in 1935 - surveyors had to trek up
Britain’s highest, most isolated peaks
to build the familiar concrete trig
pillars (which are now themselves
virtually redundant). In the 1960’s
computerised maps began to be
produced and by 1995 it all went
digital .

Britain is the first country to have full
electronic mapping. Modern maps are
continuously updated, with contours
being produced by photogrammetry
(aerial pictures are translated by
supercomputer into 3D projections)
and some revisions can be in print
within six months, using GPS and
aerial photography.

Survey Help
Could you ask your readers if anyone
has plotted the remaining (or the
sometime remaining) pylon bases of
the various SW Shropshire aerial
ropeways to avoid the
unnecessary repeating of the
process. If no one appears to have
done this and anyone is interested in
the project perhaps  they could
contact me on 01743-356697 or

m-j-shaw@lineone.net.
Mike Shaw

Letters to the Editor
Shropshire Man Engine

referring to man-riding cages as man-
engines.

I am certain that no man-engine was
ever used in the mid-19th century at
East Roman Gravels, Roman Gravels,
Grit, Bog, Pennerley, Potters Pit, or
Tankerville, and certainly not at any
of the lesser mines. As a matter of
accuracy I don’t know that one was
never installed at Snailbeach. But
could it have been at a Shropshire
colliery? I know nothing about htem.

If Michael Shaw could let me know in
what year Le Neve Foster referred to
man engines outside Cornwall, I’ll
look it up, as I have a nearly complete
run of the Inspectors of Mines’
Reports here.

G.W.Hall

As I see from the latest ‘Below’ that
the Shropshire Man Engine
controversy is still alive, I had better
acknowledge a mistake I made in my
letter that appeared in Issue 2002.2

Having my mind on engines I did not
notice myself saying that prior to the
installation of a steam-driven winding
engine and cages at Roman Gravels
(Mining Journal 1880, p. 775) miners,
and visitors, descended the mine in
kibbles, and that took twenty
minutes. How stupid!

That was not so. In 1882 (M.J. p. 553)
Arthur Waters remarked that he went
down Watson’s shaft at Tankerville,
in the kibble, in 3 minutes. As this
was a good deal deeper (then 257
fathoms from surface), than Roman
Gravels, and part vertical, part
inclined, it must have taken
noticeably less time at the latter,
vertical all the way - hence the 1½
minutes. Whether visitors were
allowed to use the kibble seems
doubtful to me, but twenty minutes
referred to climbing the ladders.

I can’t recollect Arthur Waters

Post Office
Underground Railway

Club members may be interested to
know that the Mail Rail service may
have to close and that the Post Office
is actively seeking suggestions from
“heritage” groups as to uses for the
underground system. Anyone got
any ideas?

For more details have a look at:
www.karslake.co.uk/mailrail/html/

introduction.html

Its very good. I've looked at every
page of this lot. Fascinating.

Roger Gosling

Over 200 Years of  the
Ordnance Survey

Laxey Mines Website
The Laxey Mines Research Groups
old web site has ceased to exist.

The new URL is:
www.iomonline.co.im/ftpinc/mines/

index.htm
Regards

                Pete Geddes
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No record has been found of any
coal preparation plant prior to the
early 1920’s and nothing is shown on
the site of the mid 20th century plant
on the earlier OS maps which
resembles one. Some plans do show,
however, a weighing machine and a
similar small building, which may
have been a hut for men working on
the sidings about midway between
the two pits.

By the late 1920’s the OS maps show
a more substantial building in place
of the ‘hut’ which seems to sit astride
some of the standard gauge lines and
appears to be entered by the spur
from the Kemberton Mine tramway.
This building is likely to have
contained a screen for sizing and a
hopper. No cleaning of the coal
would have been necessary because
the colliers would have loaded it by
means of a ‘frank’, a 5 or 7 pronged
fork, so that all fine coal would have
remained in the mine.

Similarly franks were used when
transferring coal from rail  waggons
to road vehicles or to ‘bags’ (In 1858,
before the railway connection
Halesfield coal was sold at 20cwt to a
ton if collected, or 21 cwt to a ton
ordered to allow for losses  if it had
to be transferred from tubs to canal
boats, then to landsale (Colliery
Guardian, Jan. 23rd 1858, p57).

Until the 1930’s the underground
roadways were invariably driven in-
seam, the coal would be loaded out
and the roof dirt would be packed in
the ‘waste’ or old workings. With the
opening of the Buildwas Power
Station in the mid 1930’s a market
was found for small coal and the
production was generally increased.
Conveyors were installed on the
coalface and loading by frank was
replaced by shovel, in consequence
there was less selectivity. Greater
outputs and more mechanisation also
meant that the dirt content in run-of-
mine production increased.

By 1939 it had been found necessary
to install a Greaves-type wooden box
washer, acquired from Brereton

Colliery, Staffordshire. This removed
some of the dirt and the various
grades of larger coal lumps were
hand picked (about 1945, the
‘pickers’ included five women).

As the mine further developed in the
1940’s some dirt from minor roadway
repairs and developments was
brought out separately usually on
the night shift when no coal was
being produced. In the 1946
valuation (for nationalisation) George
Price, a mining engineer, stated that
the colliery only had a ‘nut washery’
and that only about 8% of the output
was washed. He added “all small coal
is sold dry .... there being a ready
outlet at Buildwas Power Station”. He
further added that there was a
proposal to instal a new ‘Greaves nut
washery’, presumably a larger one,
and “a Maclane dirt disposal plant” --
“within the next few months”.

According to Price all this was
necessary because the Company
planned:

(a) reconstruction of both pit
bottoms at Kemberton Mine and to
enlarge all main roads to take larger
tubs (13 cwt capacity as against 10
cwt capacity) and

(b) that all coalface operations were
to be completely mechanised.

The above work was completed by
1952, then things began to change
further when the management
allowed some dirt from roadway
ripping to be sent out on conveyors
at night and this spread further to the
coaling shifts on day shift as well.

Furthermore, it was decided to adopt
‘horizon mining’ for the locomotive
road and this also required cross-
measure drifts in dirt, and later
attempts at mechanised coal  loading
were made (such as flight-loading on
cutters). Some idea of the problem
caused by escalating dirt content can
be seen from the fact that in October
1953 coal preparation cost 1s 1d per
ton, while in November 1955 the cost
was 12s 4d per ton. The number of
men now working on the screens and

washery had increased to 33 (screen-
hands 31s 0d per man per shift, with
the two washery men at 30s 11d per
man per shift).

The coal preparation plant now
consisted of rotating-tub tipplers,
chutes, screens, hand picking belts,
dirt conveyors, the washery, boom
loaders and settling ponds for the
fines. The colliery manager gave the
writer, then a mining student, several
projects at the preparation plant,
three of the most notable were as
follows:

1. Why were customers complaining
of dirt in the lump coal as
purchased? Teams of men were
employed manually picking and
breaking clods of dirt off the coal-
lumps on ‘picking belts’ between the
sizing screen and the truck loading
boom. The lumps of dirt were then
thrown towards an open chute
leading to a heap beneath. But the
job of picker was considered work for
“compensation cases” i.e.: men
whom had been partially blinded,
‘lost their breathe’ through dust
disease or lost limbs through
accident. Some could barely lift a
lump let alone “throw” it. To help
overcome this a short conveyor was
placed immediately behind the
pickers to carry away the lumps of
dirt.

2. Why was the power station
analysis giving different amounts of
dirt sufficient to always bring about
a price penalty? The permitted dirt
content was 7%, if the supply had
more (or less) than this a penalty was
applied to the price.

This problem necessitated taking
samples of the coal produced at
specified intervals (usually half-hour)
using a bucket attached to a long
pole, then mixing, quartering etc.  The
sample was then analysed by the
NCB and compared with CEGB
figures. The NCB figures showed
that much of the coal sold to the
Power Station was in fact too clean
and that by adding dirt to the power
station coal a greater tonnage could

Halesfield and Kemberton Mines Part 6,
The Coal Preparation Plant, by Ivor J.Brown
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be sold and the price held. A
“homogenising tower” was added to
the flow route for power station coal
which acted as both a blender and a
bunker so that earlier analysis of
product could be made before sale.

3. What amount of coal was being
lost in the ‘dirty’ coal sent through
the screens at night? Taking
samples at half-hour intervals
through winter nights in the open
screen shed, with the smoke and
fumes of the burning waste heaps,
and the chirping of the crickets for
company, was most unpleasant. Add
to this working in an elevated, dirty,
dusty and very noisy screen house
made this as bad if not worse than
any job underground.

With the existing set-up it was
difficult to see how any coal lost

could be retrieved economically
except by not putting it in at source
underground.

In the late 1950’s the amount of dirt
in the run-of-mine coal again
increased due to the use of more
machine loading, working generally
thinner and dirtier seams and the
payment system for coal getting
becoming more based on quantity
rather than quality. The waste tips
grew a lot larger and faster and the
processing plant could not cope. A
slogan “Dirt in coal means loss of
customers” was impressed on
everyone. (The remains of an
illuminated cabinet which held this
message can still be seen over the
entrance door leading to the former
pit head baths building at the
Kemberton Mine site).

1 x 0 in raw coal
run-of-mine

Continuous level
indicator with
output signals

Door

Bunker

A

Arch

Bretby feeder

Automatic
by-pass door

Raw coal
+17% ash

Sizing screen / in mesh
3

8

1 x / raw coal
1

8

Clean
coal Centrifuge

3

/ x 0 in raw coal
8

Raw coal
-17% ash

3ft Hirst
fine coal
washer

Reject

Continuous level
indicator with
output signals

Bunker

B

Raw smalls

Blended
smalls

Finger
planimeter

1 x 0 in raw coal
ex stock

Flow diagram of Madeley Wood colliery installation

Figure 1

It was also realised that profitability
could be improved if the proportion
of large lump coal to small could be
improved and the writer was set on a
project to do this. From the price list
(see Figure 2 on next page) it can be
seen that, for example, a ton of +4½in
sized cobbles could bring in nearly
£2 more than a ton of +1in washed
doubles. Even raising the tonnage of
+1in to +2in by only 20 tons per week
(i.e. 20 x 16s 0d) was sufficient to pay
the project leaders wages and, on a
weekly tonnage of 5,000 tons it was
easy to do this ten times over within
the first few weeks.

Among the measures used were
providing chutes rather than allowing
free-fall at conveyor ends and
putting in booms that could be raised
as the rail wagons were being filled.
Also, as the railway was being used

Halesfield and Kemberton Mines Part 6,
The Coal Preparation Plant, continued ..

Note: This is the Ex-stock
flow sheet, the main coal
preparation plant flow
sheet will be shown in the
next issue.
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for carrying the larger size material
only 200 yards to the landsale point,
by replacing this with direct loading
into road vehicles, the breakage
involved in transhipment could be
avoided.

From the early 1960’s the demand for
large coal fell (due to far fewer steam
engines and domestic fires etc.) and
the demand for small coal for power
stations increased. Unfortunately
small coal always included more dirt
so that it was decided to use
Madeley Wood Colliery (of which
this plant was part) as one of the test
sites for a recently developed device
specifically designed for dealing with
small coal (slack) with a high ash
content up to 60%. This was called a
‘Hirst Fine Coal Washer’ (see figure 1
for its location in the screening
process).

The device was, by 1966, treating
over 1000 tons per week. It was fully
automated and incorporated
blending, proportioning, mixing and
sampling equipment with bunker-
level interlocks (for description see
The Hirst Fine Coal Washer at
Madeley Wood Colliery, Bretby
Broadsheet No.39 May/June 1967).

DIRT
ELEVATO

R COAL
ELEVATOR

Feed
Chute

A

B
D

C

E

F

Greaves Nuts Washer
(Horace Greaves & company Ltd.)

Key - Jig Washer
A - plate elevator (dirt)
B - crankshaft
C - washing basket

(hinged at F)
D - plate elevator (coal)
E - tank or washbox
F - hinge for basket

(from manufacturers literature)

MADELEY WOOD COLLIERY

PARTICULARS OF SALEABLE OUTPUT FOR W/E 1960

Quality Screen Sizes. Tonnages. Price Decimal Equiv.
(price/ton)

Hand Picked. Over 4½”  screened 162/3     £ 8 - 11p
 unwashed

Sized Cobbles. Over 4½” 149/6     £ 7 - 48p

Best Nuts. 4½” x 2” 149/6     £ 7 - 48p
Washed

Washed Doubles. 2” x 1” 126/3     £ 6 - 31p

Slack 1” 1” x 0” Dry- slack 110/4     £ 5 - 52p

}

}

Figure 2

Figure 3

from Record Sheets, Madeley Wood Colliery, 1960

Shortly after this success the colliery
was closed as being “uneconomic”
and the coal preparation plant was
dismantled. Nothing now remains of
this plant on site.

Thanks
The writer would like to thank Mr.
R.Rushton, former colliery surveyor,
for reading and commenting on the
above.

Halesfield and Kemberton Mines Part 6,
The Coal Preparation Plant, continued ..
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Christmas Puzzles
2002

Spot the Differences
Take a good look at the two pictures
of the Editor enjoying a quiet
Christmas morning last year.

If you are lucky you should be able
to find at least 10 differences.

W H I N B E R R Y Q N A M H O
E I P Y O I U T A U E H A G F
S N L E M K L D F Z N J R O D
T Y E L E D A M D X T C B W N
B L T E I U C L E E H I L L A
R L S V R A R L P O E M V G B
E I V L Z F M D T F A U E W R
C G F A X I U S B R D Y J Y E
O P S V R W H C O O J T P N V
N M A R M I T E Y N E M V F L
H A G C B W L C H G L A S Y I
J R O O D X E P R O N R E N S
N O T R E B M E K C Q J T D S
C W M Y S T W Y T H I K L D E

Word Puzzle
The Christmas issue wouldn’t be complete without a word
search, so yer tiz ....

In the word square you will find 18 words related to
articles in this issue of Below, happy hunting!

As its Christmas (and several of them are Welsh) you are
looking for the following:

Whinberry, NAMHO, OFD, Nenthead, West Brecon,
Williamson, Clee Hill, Rampgill, Bwlch Glas, Norpex Door,
Cwmystwyth, Fron Goch, Silverband, Marmite, Alveley,
Gwynfynydd, Kemberton, Madeley

Note: There are no spaces in the square, so double
words appear without a gap.

Happy Christmas
and a

Merry New Year
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This International Cave Rescue
Congress is to be held in South
Wales, from July 21 to July 27 2003,
under the joint auspices of the
BCRA and  The South Wales Cave
Rescue Organisation and organised
by the West Brecon Cave Rescue
Team.

The event will be held at the South
Wales Caving Club, Penwyllt,
Abercave, Swansea, South Wales.

The Director is Brian Jopling (‘Jopo’)
jopo@freenetname.co.uk

Secretary Gary Evans
GaryEvs@compuserve.com

The Objectives of ResCon03 are:
* To bring together cave rescue

teams and individuals interested
in all aspects of cave rescue for a
one week practical symposium.

Aims:
To promote the exchange of
techniques and equipment between
cave rescuers from many different
caving areas and to build upon the
valuable experiences of RESCON92
and The First European Cave Rescue
Congress, Germany 1999.
Delegates will be expected to partake
in underground workshops and be
encouraged to demonstrate their own
techniques and equipment. Some
techniques and equipment will be
more easily demonstrated on the
surface and full facilities will be
provided.

Costs will be kept to a minimum and
grant aid will be sought from national
bodies.

Pre and Post congress sport caving
camps will be organised in all major
UK caving areas so delegates can
combine a caving holiday with
RESCON03.

If you are interested in this event and
would like to be added to the circular
list please email Jopo your address.

ResCon 03 -
International Cave
Rescue Congress

Help, Events & For Sale
Notices

6th IMHC
The 6th International Mining History
Conference is to be held in a former
coal mining town in Japan - Akabira
City, Hokkaido Prefecture, from 26th
to 29th September 2003, inclusive.

There will be an optional four day
tour starting on the 30th.

More details on the conference are
available on thier web site:

www.imhc2003.com

‘Ozzie’ Mining History
Conference, July 2003

The next annual conference of the
Australian Mining History
Association will be held in the City of
Broken Hill, New South Wales, on 2-6
July 2003. Broken Hill is Australia’s
longest-lived and best-known mining
city and has had a significant
influence on the Australian economy.
For further information or assistance
with arrangements please contact

Greg Drew, GPO 1671, Adelaide,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 5001
Email drew.greg@saugov.sa.gov.au

Box Freestone Mines
By the Cotham Caving Group Third
Edition, revised and updated 2002. 4
pp maps, 7 colour plates, 17 B&W
photos in text.  A5 SB
Price £7.95 + £1.00 p&p

The first edition was published in
1967 and if I remember correctly it
was a quarto sized publication, run
off on an old Gestetner duplicator.
Interest in these mines is still as keen
as ever, hence this new glossy
publication.

Since 1967 the mines have seen many
changes, as mining became
uneconomic many quarrying firms
ceased production and only three
companies are still working today.
The end of the cold war sounded the
end of the great underground
weapons store at Box and this closed
in the 1990's. Likewise, many of the
entrances have been filled in and
today only the entrance to Jack’s
Workings is left.  The Backdoor is
officially closed.

Bath stone or Oolite is quite soft
when first cut, but after being
allowed to dry out, it turns into hard
building stone.  It has been used in
the construction of such edifices as
the Georgian Crescent in Bath and
the Houses of Parliament in London.
The removal of the stone has left a
maze of passages over 35 miles long.

In 1959, teenage cavers, from Cotham
Grammar School, Bristol,
rediscovered the old Box workings.
Excited by what they found, they
began to spend their weekends
exploring and map making.

Travelling to and fro by bus, they
often camped underground to gain
extra time for the work.  The major
routes were surveyed, measured and
recorded in scrupulous detail.  The
only omission I could find was that
they did not identify the original
explorer of the A. O. Route.

Review by Tony Oldham (A.O.)

Pennine Geology
The British Geological Survey has
released a new publication in its
British Regional Geology series. Now
in its fourth  edition, The Pennines
and Adjacent Areas is based on new
mapping and is accompanied by a
solid geology map of the region. This
is a high quality production running
to over 200pp (twice as many as the
1954 third edition) packed with colour
photos, maps and diagrams. Bold is
used to highlight stratigraphical
units, key terms and, joy-of-joys, at
last the series has included an index.
Best of all for cavers, there’s plenty
of blue - Carboniferous Limestone -
on the map to pore over and think
about the caves contained there.
Encompassing the Yorkshire Dales in
the north through to the Peak District
in the south, the guide is highly
recommended. Price: £18.

Chris Howes
Descent (169)
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e-mail: info@iarecordings.org or visit their web site at:
www.iarecordings.org

Mining Videos

A Tour of Clive Copper
Mine, £14.95
A comprehensive guided tour of
Clive, with Edwin Thorpe acting the
‘experienced’ expert and Kelvin Lake
the ‘novice’. The tour covers both
the upper and lower levels, plus the
Northern stope (the access to which
has completely changed).
Clive Rescue Practice, £9.95
An action packed ‘head banging’
record of a Club rescue practice,
featuring the ‘infamous’ maypole
winze traverse!
Snailbeach, £14.95
The rise and fall of Snailbeach, once
renowned as the “richest per acre of
ground in Europe”, is traced in this
production through the use of
historic photographs, animated plans
and sections, and unique
underground video footage.
Glengowla, £6.95
A tour around this amazing mineral
rich lead mine in Ireland, complete
with commentary and diagrams.

[12 mins.]

Collections from the Archives
The following tapes contain almost
all the footage recorded at the given
mine, and are intended as a resource
base, not a finished production:

C.15:Dudley Tunnel ’88 to ’89,£14.10
C.18:Donisthorpe Colliery, £11.75
C.20a:Snailbeach - Final Frontier, £9.87
C.23: Bagworth Colliery, £11.75
C.28: Morse’s Level, £9.87
C.29: SCMC in Cornwall, £16.45
C.32: SCMC in Ireland, £14.10
C.37: Dudley Tunnel - Wrens Nest

East Mine, a rare trip into the
workings during stabilisation
works.£9.87

C.41: Hem Heath Winders, £9.87
C.42 The SCMC at Onslow Park - a

record of the 1998 Club and Trust
display. £ 9.87

C.44 Nenthead Lead Mines - surface,
plus Smallcleugh, Rampgill Horse,
Capleclough Levels & Carrs
Level, £9.87

C.45 Twelve Mines of Ireland - made
for the first AGM of the MHSI it
contains excerts of C.32 with
added commentary. £11.75

C.46 Astley Green Colliery - shot
during the 1999 engine rally at the
Museum site (including views of
the huge winding engine) £9.87

C.48 Draglines - features the moving
of “Oddball” at St.Aidans
Opencast site, plus bigger
draglines at work in the North
East of England. £14.10

C.49 Annesley-Bentinck Colliery -
tour of surface, washery & rail
loading bunker. £9.87

For more details about videos contact:
I.A.Recordings, PO Box 476, Telford, TF8 7RH

Books, Videos and Events

all available from the Club at a discount

Subterranean Shropshire

Metal Mines of Llanengan, Mining
Ventures in a North Wales Parish
John Bennett and Robert Vernon,
published by Gwydyr Mines
Publications, Hardback, 149pp, 30
maps & diagrams, 20 b/w photos.
£15.00 (post Free)

The book is well styled and
introduces the mining history in a
logical sequence. Mining started in
the early 17th Century, the majority
of it taking place in the 18th and 19th
Century with Lead, Zinc and Copper
being produced in varying quantities.
There are plenty of mine sections
which will help anyone interested in
finding out if there are any accessible
workings. Although there are very
few remains left on surface and the
underground is flooded.

Typically of this part of Wales there
are no old photographs. As a result I
felt that there were too may photos of
the Port Nigel Chimney including the
nice colour one on the front dust
jacket.  There is however a very
useful guided walk which provides
the reader with an opportunity to
visit the area and see the surface
remains and features which the book
successfully interprets for you.

The authors have listed all the source
references to make future study
easier. This is an excellent book and
sets a good standard, I also like the
hard back quality at an affordable
price. This area has not been covered
before and will sit well within any
collection of Welsh mining.

Mike Moore

Steve Powell, PB 128pp
In this book Steve describes some of
the mysterious tunnels, rock houses,
icehouses, underground follies,
Llanymynech Ogof (a Roman or
possibly a Bronze Age mine) and a
small number of lesser known cave
systems. Steve has over a period of
nine years visited these sites and
recorded what is there with plans and
photographs supported by his own
artistic impressions.

There are however no grid references
since many of the sites are on private
land and require owners permission
to access them.

32 underground sites in Shropshire
are featured including the Bridgnorth
Rock Houses, Stableford Tunnel and
Caynton Temple - an underground
folly which is a rare labyrinth of
tunnels complete with altars and
specially carved columns which is

truly a strange place to visit.  The
sites he covers are too numerous to
list but needless to say it is a book
well worth having.

Cost £11.99, available from myself.

Mike Moore
www.moorebooks.co.uk

mike@moorebooks.co.uk
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Diary Dates 2003Club Officers

1st January: Columns Open Day,
Ogof Ffynnon Ddu

22nd February: DCA AGM, 10am
Monyash Village Hall

1st-2nd March: DCA/NCA Cavers
workshop, Pindale Farm, Castleton.
Your chance to get low-cost, high
quality training including SRT, mines
history, video, cave rescue, ladder &
line. For further information e-mail:

 nigel@pennine-organisation.com

8th March: 14th BCRA Cave Science
Symposium, 10.30am to 5.30pm in the
School of Geographical Sciences,
University of Bristol. Admission
charge £5, including refreshments.

22nd March: NCA AGM, 10.30am
Baptist Church Hall, Alverchurch.

20th April: Columns Open Day,
Ogof Ffynnon Ddu

2nd-6th July: Australian Mining
History Association conference,
Broken Hill, New South Wales.

21st-27th July: International Cave
Rescue Congress is to be held at
Penwyllt, Abercave, South Wales.

26th-29th September: 6th
International Mining History
Conference, Japan.

The bar ‘scene’ at Caving Conferences ....

Did you catch the Thailand
expedition talk?

He’s just back from the Gouffre.

Belize was coool !

Iran hasn’t been

pushed since 1977

Tuva in Siberia is up
next

Mexico

India Malaysia

Peru

China Iceland

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Librarian: Alan Robinson

NAMHO Rep: Steve Holding

Conservation Office: Vacant

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

Rescue Officer:
Neal Rushton

‘Below’ Editor: Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

President: Alan Taylor

Chair: Steve Holding

Vice Chair: Eileen Bowen

Secretary: Mike Davies
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Bob Taylor

Assistant Sec: Sue Blattner

Training Officer: Ian Davies


